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Proposal for a new experiment using a 
Laser and XFEL to test quantum physics in the strong-field regime



LUXE = “Laser Und XFEL Experiment”

•Scientific Motivation
•Accelerator and Laser
•Particle Detection and Simulation Results
•Conclusions
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• Relativistic field theory of electrodynamics
•Perturbation theory in terms of coupling constant α

• World’s most precisely tested theory
•Anomalous magnetic dipole moment (g-2) of electron: 

• Zero at leading order => first corrections calculated by Schwinger (1947)
• Based on precise measured and calculated (includes terms of 5th order: 
α5) values, extract 1/α=137.035 999 070 (98) 

• Precision better than 10-9, consistent with other measurements
•Anomalous magnetic dipole moment of muon shows 
interesting tension
• New experiment at FNAL (“Muon g-2”) will improve precision by factor 4
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REMINDER: QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

5Themis BowcockSeminar

History

8Themis BowcockSeminar

1947 : QED
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History

… and Feynman and 
Tomonaga ….



•What happens if electrons or photons propagate in a very 
strong field?

•QED expects that vacuum becomes unstable e.g. for nucleus with 
Z>137. Spontaneous creation of e+e- pairs (“boiling of vacuum”)

•Historical developments: 
•1930s: Initial discussions of EM in strong field in literature (Sauter, 
Euler, Heisenberg) => introduction of “critical field”
•1951: First non-perturbative calculations by Julian Schwinger
•1990s: E144 experiment at SLAC
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QED: WHAT DO WE NOT KNOW?

𝜀"#$% =
𝒎𝒆
𝟐𝒄𝟑

ℏ𝒆
≃ 𝟏. 𝟑 ⋅ 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟖	𝐕/𝐦 



HEISENBERG AND EULER: THE CRITICAL FIELDEuler-Heisenberg Effective Action

W. Heisenberg & H. Euler, Consequences of Dirac’s theory of the positron, 
Zeitschr. Phys., 98, 714 (1936)
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Heisenberg & Euler
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THE SCHWINGER PROCESS

Photon in electric field: simplified
• The EM force is 𝐹 = 𝑒𝜀
• Energy needed to separate 𝑒9𝑒: pair: 𝐸 = 𝐹𝑑=$>
• Heisenberg: ∆𝑡 ≥ ℏ

B∆C
=> ∆𝑡=$> =

ℏ
D="E

		=> minimum distance: 𝑑=$> = 2𝑐∆𝑡=$> =
ℏ

B="
= 𝜆"/2

• Virtual pair becomes real if 𝐸 = 𝐹𝑑=$> =
ℏIJ
B="

> 2𝑚𝑐B => possible if  𝜀 > 𝟒𝒎𝟐"N

ℏI
= 𝟒𝜀𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕

J. Schwinger: On Gauge 

Invariance and Vacuum 

Polarization,

Phys. Rev. 82 (1951) 664

𝑃 ∝ exp −
𝑑
𝜆X

∝ exp −𝜋
𝜀"#$%
𝜀



• Energy needed to create on-shell e+e- pair: ∆𝐸 = 2𝑚𝑐B

• Grav. Field near the event horizon: 𝐹 = Z[\=
#]E

	

• Schwarzschild radius 𝑟_ =
BZ[\
"E

. => 𝐹 = ="`

DZ[\

• Energy to separate pair: 𝐸 = 𝐹𝑑=$> =
="`

DZ[\
× ℏ
="

= ℏ"N

DZ[\
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ANALOGY TO HAWKING RADIATION

Hawking	radiation	possible	if	virtual	pair	becomes	real,	i.e.			 ℏ"
N

DZ[\
> 2𝑚𝑐B

H.	Murayama



•Relevant to numerous phenomena in our Universe
•Astrophysics: 

•Hawking radiation, surface of neutron stars (magnetars), early Universe
•Condensed matter and atomic physics (nuclei with Z>137)
•Accelerator physics: high energy e+e- colliders

•Main goals:
•Testing theoretical predictions in novel regime 

•gain deeper understanding of quantum physics 
•Measure transition from perturbative to non-perturbative regime 

•could teach us about other non-perturbative regimes, e.g. understanding confinement [Gribov, 
hep-ph/9902279]

•Schwinger field has never been reached experimentally in clean environment
•Exciting to be the first to explore this … we might be surprised what we find!
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WHY EXPLORE STRONG-FIELD QED?
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THEORIES ON A CUBE

S.	S.	Bulanov,	W.	Leemans et	al.

Intensity parameter ξ
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THEORIES ON A CUBE

HIPP

S.	S.	Bulanov,	W.	Leemans et	al.

Intensity parameter ξ



• Use laser to generate electric field
• Use high energy electron beam 

• Laser power required to reach Schwinger 
field (𝝌𝜸~𝟏):

•Non-relativistic photons:        I=2x1029 W/cm2

•EU.XFEL, Eγ≈10 GeV:          I≈1020 W/cm2

•ELI-NP,     Eγ≈ 1 GeV:       I≈1022 W/cm2
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LASER AND PHOTON BEAM

=>	Much	beyond	currently	achievable	values

=>	Can	use	well-tested	laser	technology

=>	State-of-the-art	laser	needed

ξ =
𝑒𝜀f

𝑚I𝜔f𝑐
χ ≈ 𝛾

𝜀f
𝜀"#$%



MAIN PROCESSES OF INTEREST
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High energy electron or photon interacts with laser
•Also higher order process 
•Via two steps (𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎𝑳 → 𝒆: + 𝜸	and then 𝜸 + 𝒏𝝎𝑳 → 𝒆9𝒆:) or one step

Low-energy	photons	
from	laser

𝜸 + 𝒏𝝎𝑳 → 𝒆9𝒆:𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎𝑳 → 𝒆: + 𝜸	

𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎𝑳 → 𝒆:𝒆9𝒆:



• Perturbative QED valid  
•For n photons σ ∝ 𝛼>

•With 𝜶 ∝ 𝒆𝟐 ∝ 𝝃𝟐 it follows: σ ∝ 𝝃𝟐>

• If 𝜉 ≳ 1 all orders can contribute ~equally => 
cannot truncate series any more
•All-order calculation needs to be performed 
(which is hard)
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CROSS SECTION OF QED PROCESSES

• Example for asymptotic result for 𝜉 ≫ 1 and 𝜒 < 1: 𝜎 ∝ 𝜒𝑒:|/(~�)

•Since 𝜒 ∝ 𝛼� cannot expand perturbatively
•Result not proportional to powers of α

Observation of deviation from power-law is 
the experimental signature of strong QED



• Process not possible in vacuum in classical 
electrodynamics

• Pair production in a constant static field 
(Schwinger process)

• Pair production in plane wave laser: asymptotic 
result

• Good agreement between full calculation and 
asymptotic result for 𝝃 ≪ 𝟏 and 𝝃 > 𝟏
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PAIR PRODUCTION PROCESS
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It is a long-standing non-trivial prediction of quantum electrodynamics that its vacuum is unstable
in the background of a static, spatially uniform electric field and, in principle, sparks with sponta-
neous emission of electron-positron pairs. However, an experimental verification of this prediction
seems out of reach because a sizeable rate for spontaneous pair production requires an extraordinar-
ily strong electric field strength |E| of order the Schwinger critical field, Ec = m2

e/e ' 1.3⇥1018 V/m,
where me is the electron mass and e is its charge. Here, we show that the measurement of the rate
of pair production due to the decays of high-energy bremsstrahlung photons in a high-intensity laser
field allows for the experimental determination of the Schwinger critical field and thus the boiling
point of the vacuum of quantum electrodynamics.

PACS numbers: 12.20.-m, 12.20.Ds, 12.20.Fv

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is one of the most
successful theories in physics. Its predictions for observ-
ables accessible by an ordinary perturbative expansion in
the electromagnetic coupling e, such as for example for
the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, have
been verified experimentally to a very high accuracy.

There are, however, also observables which are inacces-
sible by ordinary perturbation theory and whose predic-
tion lacks an experimental verification. Among them,
the most famous is the rate (per unit volume V ) of
spontaneous electron-positron pair production (SPP) in
a strong static electric field E [1–3] ,

�SPP

V
=

m4
e

(2⇡)3

✓
|E|

Ec

◆2 1X

n=1

1

n2
exp

✓
�n⇡

Ec

|E|

◆
, (1)

where

Ec ⌘
m2

e

e
' 1.3⇥ 1018 V/m (2)

is the so-called Schwinger critical field. Clearly, this rate
is non-perturbative in e,

�SPP / exp

✓
�⇡

m2
e

e|E|

◆
, (3)

as typical for a process which can occur, for |E| . Ec,
only via quantum tunnelling. This so-called Schwinger

⇤ anthony.hartin@desy.de
† andreas.ringwald@desy.de
‡ natalia.tapiaa@usach.cl

ki

p�

p+

FIG. 1. Leading order Furry picture [23] Feynman diagram
for OPPP. The double line pointing forward (backward) in
time represents an electron (a positron) in the background of
the electromagnetic field of the laser.

e↵ect and its analogues have been suggested to play a role
in many problems of phenomenological and cosmologi-
cal interest, ranging from black hole quantum evapora-
tion [4–7] to particle production in hadronic collisions [8–
10] and in the early universe [11–13], to mention only a
few. Unfortunately, there is no practical way to produce
a static electric field of this strength in the foreseeable
future1. Therefore, a direct laboratory test of prediction
(1) seems utopic.
As an alternative to spontaneous pair production in a

strong static electric field, we consider here laser-assisted

1 One possibility considered was the field at the crossing of two
intense laser beams [14–17]. However, the required laser peak
power is in the hundreds of exawatt range (for a laser operating
in the optical range, focussed to the di↵raction limit) [18] and
thus still far beyond the present technology. However, the pair
production can be strongly enhanced if one superimposes the in-
tense field at the laser focus with a further weak high frequency
electromagnetic field [19, 20], paving the way to a possible de-
tectibility at the Extreme Light Infrastructure ELI [21, 22].
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FIG. 2. The dimensionless function F�(⇠,��), Eq. (6), de-
scribing the probability of laser-assisted OPPP, as a function
of the laser intensity parameter ⇠, for di↵erent values of the
photon recoil parameter �� (solid lines). The dotted (dashed)
line shows the analytic result valid at small (large) values of
the intensity parameter, Eq. (8) (Eq. (9)).

one photon pair production (OPPP) – the decay of a
high energy photon in the overlap with an intense opti-
cal laser beam into an electron-positron pair, cf. Fig.
1. This process is kinematically possible because the
electron-positron pair can pick up momentum from the
laser photons. Already in the 1960‘s, when first lasers
where developed, this process has been identified as an
opportunity to study the transition from stimulated to
spontaneous pair production in an external electromag-
netic field [24, 25].2 We will show in this paper that it

o↵ers a timely way to probe the so far elusive boiling
of the vacuum of QED and to determine the Schwinger
critical field experimentally.
The paper is organised as follows. We first examine the

transition rate of the OPPP process as it varies with the
laser field intensity and the photon recoil parameter (cf.
Sec. II). The rate will be shown to be well described by
asymptotic expressions, which depend on the Schwinger
critical field in a simple way, for both low high laser in-
tensities. Next we will consider in Sec. III the e↵ect of
generating high energy photons via bremsstrahlung from
a foil on the asymptotic features of the rate. Finally we
consider in Sec. IV real experimental parameters and the
e↵ect of the finite duration of the laser pulse and the vari-
ability of the laser intensity throughout the interaction
region on the determined value of the Schwinger critical
field. We conclude in Sec. V.

II. ONE PHOTON PAIR PRODUCTION

To leading order in Furry picture [23] perturbation the-
ory (for a recent review, see Ref. [32]), the rate of laser-
assisted OPPP can be written in the form

�OPPP =
↵m2

e

4!i

F�(⇠,��) , (4)

where ↵ = e2/(4⇡) is the fine structure constant, ki =
(!i,ki), with !2

i = k2

i
, is the four-momentum of the ini-

tial state photon, and ⇠ and �� are the laser intensity
parameter and the photon recoil parameter, respectively,

⇠ ⌘
e |E|

!me
=

me

!

|E|

Ec
, �� ⌘

k · ki
m2

e

⇠ = (1 + cos ✓)
!i

me

|E|

Ec
, (5)

in terms of the electric field |E| of the laser beam, its frequency !, and its angle ✓ with respect to the direction of
the incident photon. The dimensionless function F�(⇠,��), for the idealized case that the electromagnetic field of the
laser beam can be described as a circularly polarized infinite plane wave (IPW),3 is given by a sum over the e↵ective
number of laser photons n absorbed by the electron-positron pair [25],

F�(⇠,��) =
1X

n>no

Z vn

1

dv

v
p
v(v � 1)

⇥
2 J2

n(zv) + ⇠2(2v � 1)
�
J2

n+1
(zv) + J2

n-1(zv)� 2J2

n(zv)
�⇤

, (6)

with Bessel functions Jn and

n0 ⌘
2⇠

�
1 + ⇠2

�

��
, zv ⌘

4⇠2
p

1 + ⇠2

��
[v (vn � v)]1/2 , vn ⌘

�� n

2⇠(1 + ⇠2)
. (7)

In Fig. 2, we display F�(⇠,��) as a function of ⇠, for
three values of �� . Clearly, at low laser intensities, ⇠ ⌧ 1,

2 The OPPP process continues to attract much modern interest
with new theoretical approaches [26], analyses which take into
account real interacting laser pulses [27–30] and experimental
schemes to realise the process [31].

laser-assisted OPPP appears to proceed perturbatively,

3 The general problem of assisted pair production from counter
propagating laser/photon pulses was considered, primarily from
a theoretical standpoint, in Ref. [33]. Three theoretical approx-
imations were considered, the delta pulse method involving the

3

F� / ⇠2 / ↵, as expected from the necessity to absorb
at least one laser photon to allow for photon decay kine-
matically. In fact, expanding F� for small ⇠ yields

F�(⇠,��) = 2 ⇠2

log

✓
2��

⇠

◆
� 1

�
+O

�
⇠3 log ⇠

�
. (8)

This behaviour reproduces the full result for laser-
assisted OPPP up to values of ⇠ ⇠ 0.1, cf. Fig. 2. As the
laser intensity ⇠ increases, the threshold number of ab-
sorbed photons n0 to produce an electron-positron pair
increases, and more and more terms in the summation
over the number of absorbed laser photons in Eq. (6)
drop out of the probability, resulting in the appearance

of less and less pronounced maxima in F� , see Fig. 2. At
large ⇠, finally, the probability of laser-assisted OPPP ap-
proaches a finite value, the latter growing with increasing
�� . Indeed, for ⇠ & 1/

p
�� � 1, F� behaves as [34]

F�(⇠,��) =
3

4

r
3

2
�� e

h
�

8
3��

(1� 1
15 ⇠

�2
+O(⇠�4

))
i

. (9)

This behaviour applies to a very good accuracy already
for ⇠ & 1 and �� . 1, cf. Fig. 2. Importantly, we infer
from Eq. (9) that the asymptotic value of F� is non-
perturbative in the electromagnetic coupling e and that
the rate of laser-assisted OPPP asymptotes to

�OPPP !
3

16

r
3

2
↵me (1 + cos ✓)

|E|

Ec
exp


�
8

3

1

1 + cos ✓

me

!i

Ec

|E|

�
, (10)

ressembling the rate (1) of SPP in a constant electric
field4. This has to be expected, since large intensity pa-
rameter, ⇠ � 1, corresponds to a quasi-static electric
field of the laser, ! ⌧ e |E| /me, cf. Eq. (5). How-
ever, in contrast to SPP, in laser-assisted OPPP the
produced electron-positron pair, in its rest frame, ex-
periences an electric field enhanced by the relativistic
boost factor !i/me. This enhanced electric field is of
order the Schwinger critical value Ec, if the photon re-
coil parameter is �� ⇠ 1, cf. Eq. (5). Hence, the
Schwinger critical field – the boiling point of the QED
vacuum – can be determined in principle experimentally
from the measurement of the rate of laser-assisted OPPP
at ⇠ & 1/

p
�� � 1. Next, we consider the e↵ect of

enhancing the OPPP rate with the use of high energy
bremsstrahlung photons.

overlap of in and out states applicable for �� � 1, the locally
constant field approximation for ⇠ � 1, and perturbation the-
ory for ⇠ ⌧ 1. Instead, for the scheme proposed in this paper,
with high energy photons produced from foil bremsstrahlung,
the initial states vary widely across energy and spatial ranges.
Preliminary analysis shows that the IPW approximation, using
local values of strong field parameters, are a suitably accurate
description for the real experiments being envisaged.

4 The leading term in the exponent in Eq. 10 is independent of
the laser polarisation, while the pre-factor depends on it [34]

� Spectrometer

High energy

electrons

Bremsstrahlung converter

High energy photon

High intensity laser beam

e+/e� Deflection system

e+/e� Spectrometer

FIG. 3. Sketch of an experiment to produce high energy pho-
tons by bremsstrahlung conversion in a high-Z thin target
and to cross them with a laser beam to let them decay into
electron-positron pairs. Switching o↵ the laser allows for a de-
termination of the bremsstrahlung spectrum. Removing the
target allows in addition for the study of HICS, followed by
OPPP, and of the one-step trident process.

III. BREMSSTRAHLUNG PHOTON PAIR
PRODUCTION

Note, that for a laser of frequency ! = 1 eV, focussed
to an intensity I, corresponding to5

⇠ = 2.370

✓
I

1019 W/cm2

◆1/2 ✓1 eV

!

◆
, (11)

the condition ⇠ & 1/
p
�� leads to a lower bound

on the energy of the high energy photon, !i &
19.6GeV

�
1 eV

!

�
(2.37/⇠)3

(1+cos ✓) . Unfortunately, there are no
mono-energetic photon beams with energies in the

5 This relation assumes that the intensity is given by the modulus
of the Pointing vector, i.e. I = |E|2 for a plane wave.

∝ exp	 −𝜋
𝐸"
𝑬



• Process not possible in vacuum in classical 
electrodynamics

• Pair production in a constant static field 
(Schwinger process)

• Pair production in plane wave laser: asymptotic 
result

• Good agreement between full calculation and 
asymptotic result for 𝝃 ≪ 𝟏 and 𝝃 > 𝟏
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in the background of a static, spatially uniform electric field and, in principle, sparks with sponta-
neous emission of electron-positron pairs. However, an experimental verification of this prediction
seems out of reach because a sizeable rate for spontaneous pair production requires an extraordinar-
ily strong electric field strength |E| of order the Schwinger critical field, Ec = m2

e/e ' 1.3⇥1018 V/m,
where me is the electron mass and e is its charge. Here, we show that the measurement of the rate
of pair production due to the decays of high-energy bremsstrahlung photons in a high-intensity laser
field allows for the experimental determination of the Schwinger critical field and thus the boiling
point of the vacuum of quantum electrodynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is one of the most
successful theories in physics. Its predictions for observ-
ables accessible by an ordinary perturbative expansion in
the electromagnetic coupling e, such as for example for
the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, have
been verified experimentally to a very high accuracy.

There are, however, also observables which are inacces-
sible by ordinary perturbation theory and whose predic-
tion lacks an experimental verification. Among them,
the most famous is the rate (per unit volume V ) of
spontaneous electron-positron pair production (SPP) in
a strong static electric field E [1–3] ,

�SPP

V
=

m4
e

(2⇡)3

✓
|E|

Ec

◆2 1X

n=1

1

n2
exp

✓
�n⇡

Ec

|E|

◆
, (1)

where

Ec ⌘
m2

e

e
' 1.3⇥ 1018 V/m (2)

is the so-called Schwinger critical field. Clearly, this rate
is non-perturbative in e,

�SPP / exp

✓
�⇡

m2
e

e|E|

◆
, (3)

as typical for a process which can occur, for |E| . Ec,
only via quantum tunnelling. This so-called Schwinger
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FIG. 1. Leading order Furry picture [23] Feynman diagram
for OPPP. The double line pointing forward (backward) in
time represents an electron (a positron) in the background of
the electromagnetic field of the laser.

e↵ect and its analogues have been suggested to play a role
in many problems of phenomenological and cosmologi-
cal interest, ranging from black hole quantum evapora-
tion [4–7] to particle production in hadronic collisions [8–
10] and in the early universe [11–13], to mention only a
few. Unfortunately, there is no practical way to produce
a static electric field of this strength in the foreseeable
future1. Therefore, a direct laboratory test of prediction
(1) seems utopic.
As an alternative to spontaneous pair production in a

strong static electric field, we consider here laser-assisted

1 One possibility considered was the field at the crossing of two
intense laser beams [14–17]. However, the required laser peak
power is in the hundreds of exawatt range (for a laser operating
in the optical range, focussed to the di↵raction limit) [18] and
thus still far beyond the present technology. However, the pair
production can be strongly enhanced if one superimposes the in-
tense field at the laser focus with a further weak high frequency
electromagnetic field [19, 20], paving the way to a possible de-
tectibility at the Extreme Light Infrastructure ELI [21, 22].
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FIG. 2. The dimensionless function F�(⇠,��), Eq. (6), de-
scribing the probability of laser-assisted OPPP, as a function
of the laser intensity parameter ⇠, for di↵erent values of the
photon recoil parameter �� (solid lines). The dotted (dashed)
line shows the analytic result valid at small (large) values of
the intensity parameter, Eq. (8) (Eq. (9)).

one photon pair production (OPPP) – the decay of a
high energy photon in the overlap with an intense opti-
cal laser beam into an electron-positron pair, cf. Fig.
1. This process is kinematically possible because the
electron-positron pair can pick up momentum from the
laser photons. Already in the 1960‘s, when first lasers
where developed, this process has been identified as an
opportunity to study the transition from stimulated to
spontaneous pair production in an external electromag-
netic field [24, 25].2 We will show in this paper that it

o↵ers a timely way to probe the so far elusive boiling
of the vacuum of QED and to determine the Schwinger
critical field experimentally.
The paper is organised as follows. We first examine the

transition rate of the OPPP process as it varies with the
laser field intensity and the photon recoil parameter (cf.
Sec. II). The rate will be shown to be well described by
asymptotic expressions, which depend on the Schwinger
critical field in a simple way, for both low high laser in-
tensities. Next we will consider in Sec. III the e↵ect of
generating high energy photons via bremsstrahlung from
a foil on the asymptotic features of the rate. Finally we
consider in Sec. IV real experimental parameters and the
e↵ect of the finite duration of the laser pulse and the vari-
ability of the laser intensity throughout the interaction
region on the determined value of the Schwinger critical
field. We conclude in Sec. V.

II. ONE PHOTON PAIR PRODUCTION

To leading order in Furry picture [23] perturbation the-
ory (for a recent review, see Ref. [32]), the rate of laser-
assisted OPPP can be written in the form

�OPPP =
↵m2

e

4!i

F�(⇠,��) , (4)

where ↵ = e2/(4⇡) is the fine structure constant, ki =
(!i,ki), with !2

i = k2

i
, is the four-momentum of the ini-

tial state photon, and ⇠ and �� are the laser intensity
parameter and the photon recoil parameter, respectively,

⇠ ⌘
e |E|

!me
=

me

!

|E|

Ec
, �� ⌘

k · ki
m2

e

⇠ = (1 + cos ✓)
!i

me

|E|

Ec
, (5)

in terms of the electric field |E| of the laser beam, its frequency !, and its angle ✓ with respect to the direction of
the incident photon. The dimensionless function F�(⇠,��), for the idealized case that the electromagnetic field of the
laser beam can be described as a circularly polarized infinite plane wave (IPW),3 is given by a sum over the e↵ective
number of laser photons n absorbed by the electron-positron pair [25],

F�(⇠,��) =
1X

n>no

Z vn

1

dv

v
p
v(v � 1)

⇥
2 J2

n(zv) + ⇠2(2v � 1)
�
J2

n+1
(zv) + J2

n-1(zv)� 2J2

n(zv)
�⇤

, (6)

with Bessel functions Jn and

n0 ⌘
2⇠

�
1 + ⇠2

�

��
, zv ⌘

4⇠2
p

1 + ⇠2

��
[v (vn � v)]1/2 , vn ⌘

�� n

2⇠(1 + ⇠2)
. (7)

In Fig. 2, we display F�(⇠,��) as a function of ⇠, for
three values of �� . Clearly, at low laser intensities, ⇠ ⌧ 1,

2 The OPPP process continues to attract much modern interest
with new theoretical approaches [26], analyses which take into
account real interacting laser pulses [27–30] and experimental
schemes to realise the process [31].

laser-assisted OPPP appears to proceed perturbatively,

3 The general problem of assisted pair production from counter
propagating laser/photon pulses was considered, primarily from
a theoretical standpoint, in Ref. [33]. Three theoretical approx-
imations were considered, the delta pulse method involving the

3

F� / ⇠2 / ↵, as expected from the necessity to absorb
at least one laser photon to allow for photon decay kine-
matically. In fact, expanding F� for small ⇠ yields

F�(⇠,��) = 2 ⇠2

log

✓
2��

⇠

◆
� 1

�
+O

�
⇠3 log ⇠

�
. (8)

This behaviour reproduces the full result for laser-
assisted OPPP up to values of ⇠ ⇠ 0.1, cf. Fig. 2. As the
laser intensity ⇠ increases, the threshold number of ab-
sorbed photons n0 to produce an electron-positron pair
increases, and more and more terms in the summation
over the number of absorbed laser photons in Eq. (6)
drop out of the probability, resulting in the appearance

of less and less pronounced maxima in F� , see Fig. 2. At
large ⇠, finally, the probability of laser-assisted OPPP ap-
proaches a finite value, the latter growing with increasing
�� . Indeed, for ⇠ & 1/

p
�� � 1, F� behaves as [34]

F�(⇠,��) =
3

4

r
3

2
�� e

h
�

8
3��

(1� 1
15 ⇠

�2
+O(⇠�4

))
i

. (9)

This behaviour applies to a very good accuracy already
for ⇠ & 1 and �� . 1, cf. Fig. 2. Importantly, we infer
from Eq. (9) that the asymptotic value of F� is non-
perturbative in the electromagnetic coupling e and that
the rate of laser-assisted OPPP asymptotes to

�OPPP !
3
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r
3

2
↵me (1 + cos ✓)

|E|

Ec
exp


�
8

3

1

1 + cos ✓

me

!i

Ec

|E|

�
, (10)

ressembling the rate (1) of SPP in a constant electric
field4. This has to be expected, since large intensity pa-
rameter, ⇠ � 1, corresponds to a quasi-static electric
field of the laser, ! ⌧ e |E| /me, cf. Eq. (5). How-
ever, in contrast to SPP, in laser-assisted OPPP the
produced electron-positron pair, in its rest frame, ex-
periences an electric field enhanced by the relativistic
boost factor !i/me. This enhanced electric field is of
order the Schwinger critical value Ec, if the photon re-
coil parameter is �� ⇠ 1, cf. Eq. (5). Hence, the
Schwinger critical field – the boiling point of the QED
vacuum – can be determined in principle experimentally
from the measurement of the rate of laser-assisted OPPP
at ⇠ & 1/

p
�� � 1. Next, we consider the e↵ect of

enhancing the OPPP rate with the use of high energy
bremsstrahlung photons.

overlap of in and out states applicable for �� � 1, the locally
constant field approximation for ⇠ � 1, and perturbation the-
ory for ⇠ ⌧ 1. Instead, for the scheme proposed in this paper,
with high energy photons produced from foil bremsstrahlung,
the initial states vary widely across energy and spatial ranges.
Preliminary analysis shows that the IPW approximation, using
local values of strong field parameters, are a suitably accurate
description for the real experiments being envisaged.

4 The leading term in the exponent in Eq. 10 is independent of
the laser polarisation, while the pre-factor depends on it [34]

� Spectrometer

High energy

electrons

Bremsstrahlung converter

High energy photon

High intensity laser beam

e+/e� Deflection system

e+/e� Spectrometer

FIG. 3. Sketch of an experiment to produce high energy pho-
tons by bremsstrahlung conversion in a high-Z thin target
and to cross them with a laser beam to let them decay into
electron-positron pairs. Switching o↵ the laser allows for a de-
termination of the bremsstrahlung spectrum. Removing the
target allows in addition for the study of HICS, followed by
OPPP, and of the one-step trident process.

III. BREMSSTRAHLUNG PHOTON PAIR
PRODUCTION

Note, that for a laser of frequency ! = 1 eV, focussed
to an intensity I, corresponding to5

⇠ = 2.370

✓
I

1019 W/cm2

◆1/2 ✓1 eV

!

◆
, (11)

the condition ⇠ & 1/
p
�� leads to a lower bound

on the energy of the high energy photon, !i &
19.6GeV

�
1 eV

!

�
(2.37/⇠)3

(1+cos ✓) . Unfortunately, there are no
mono-energetic photon beams with energies in the

5 This relation assumes that the intensity is given by the modulus
of the Pointing vector, i.e. I = |E|2 for a plane wave.

∝ exp	 −𝜋
𝐸"
𝑬



• Experiment at SLAC in 1990s with Ebeam=46.6 GeV achieved χ≤ 0.25
•Did observe two-step process 
•Saw the expected strong rise with ξ2n but did not reach the critical field 
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EXPERIMENT E144 AT SLAC 

Cartoon	of	SLAC	E144	experiment	

Beam	dump

[Bamber et	al.		(SLAC	144)	‘99]

ξ

𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎𝑳 → 𝒆:𝒆9𝒆:
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E144 IN THE NEWS…



PARAMETER SPACE

x0 5 10 15 20 25

ec

1-10

1

mµ300 TW, 8

mµ300 TW, 3

E144

Astra-Gemini

ELI-NP

LUXE

mµ30 TW, 8

ec = 1/x

=17.5 GeVeE
=14.0 GeVeE
=8.0 GeVeE

20

Quantum	parameters:

𝜒I = (1 + cos 𝜃)
𝐸I
𝑚I

ℇf
ℇ"#

𝜒� = (1 + cos 𝜃)
𝐸�
𝑚I

ℇf
ℇ"#

Intensity	parameter:

𝜉 = 4𝜋𝛼� ℇf
𝜔f𝑚I

=
𝑚Iℇf
𝜔fℇ"#
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ABSORBING LIGHT WITH LIGHT

High-energy		(relativistic)	photon	

Low-energy	photons	from	laser

𝛾
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FIG. 5. Top panel: Total number of e+e� pairs produced per
electron bunch (6 ⇥ 109 electrons of energy Ee = 17.5GeV)
impinging on the bremsstrahlung target (thickness X/X0 =
0.01) and per laser shot (duration 35 fs, laser frequency
! = 1.55 eV, corresponding to a laser wavelength of 800
nm) crossed with the bremsstrahlung photons at an angle
of ✓ = ⇡/12, as a function of the laser intensity. The black
dots exploit the full numerical result for specific values of the
intensity. The dashed line shows the analytic prediction re-
sulting from (14), exploiting the relations (11) and (16). The
dotted (dot-dashed) line shows the same analytic prediction,
but for the case where the value of the Schwinger critical field
Ec deviates by a multiplicative factor of  = 0.9 ( = 1.1)
from its nominal value (2). Bottom panel: The laser inten-
sity parameter ⇠ (dotted) and the electron recoil parameter
(dashed), as a function of the intensity, cf. Eqs. (11) and
(16).

rameter range of large ⇠ and small �e. From this we
conclude that this type of experiment allows for a de-
termination of the Schwinger critical field Ec by fitting
the experimentally determined number of produced e+e�

pairs to the theoretical prediction, (14) or, equivalently,
(15), using Ec as a fit parameter, cf. Figs. 5 (top panel)
and 6.

In practice, in an experiment as sketched in Fig. 3, it
will be easiest to change the intensity of the laser and the
energy Ee of the electron beam. In this case, the electron
recoil parameter can be expressed as

�e = 0.1576 (1 + cos ✓)

✓
Ee

17.5GeV

◆✓
I

1019 W/cm2

◆1/2

.

(16)
The predicted number of electron pairs per electron

FIG. 6. Total number of e+e� pairs produced per electron
bunch (6 ⇥ 109 electrons of energy Ee) impinging on the
bremsstrahlung target (thickness X/X0 = 0.01) and per laser
shot (duration 35 fs, laser frequency ! = 1.55 eV, intensity
I = 5 ⇥ 1018 W/cm2) crossed with the bremsstrahlung pho-
tons at an angle of ✓ = ⇡/12, as a function of Ee. The black
dots exploit the full numerical result for specific values of the
electron beam energy. The dashed line shows the analytic pre-
diction resulting from (14), exploiting the relations (11) and
(16). The dotted (dot-dashed) line shows the same analytic
prediction, but for the case where the value of the Schwinger
critical field Ec deviates by a multiplicative factor of  = 0.9
( = 1.1) from its nominal value (2).

bunch and per laser shot are presented in Fig. 5, for fixed
electron beam energy, as a function of the laser intensity,
and in Fig. 6, for fixed laser intensity, as a function of
the electron beam energy. We infer that the number of
produced pairs per electron bunch and laser shot rapidly
grows with increasing intensity I and electron beam en-
ergy Ee to values above 1 already at I ⇠ 5⇥1018 W/cm2

and Ee ⇠ 14GeV. Therefore, the asymptotic regime for
the BPPP process should be experimentally accessible
with reasonable accuracy at the European XFEL faciltiy,
requiring only modest parameters for a focussed intense
laser to ensure stable operation at a strong field experi-
mental interaction point. This will allow a precision com-
parison with the asymptotic result according to Eq. (14),
which sensitively depends on the value of Ec, cf. Figs. 5
(top panel) and 6: A variation of Ec around its nominal
value (2) by 10% results in a change in the predicted rate
by nearly an order of magnitude.

By removing the target in the experimental setup of
Fig. 3, the strong-field trident process can be studied in
addition. In its two-step variant, it occurs via high inten-
sity Compton scattering (HICS), followed by OPPP. Ex-
ploiting in this way the energetic photons from HICS as
an alternative source of high energy photons, the asymp-
totic regime of the OPPP process can again be in princi-
ple measured. However, the rate for HICS is considerably
lower and is cut o↵ by the stepped Compton edge, com-
pared to that of bremsstrahlung. Nevertheless, trident
pair production is of significant interest [43–47] since its

4

FIG. 4. Number of e+e� pairs produced per electron bunch
(6⇥109 electrons of energy Ee = 17.5GeV) impinging on the
converter target (thickness X/X0 = 0.01) and per laser shot
(duration 35 fs) crossed with the bremsstrahlung photons, as a
function of the laser intensity parameter ⇠, for di↵erent values
of �e. The dashed line shows the analytic prediction resulting
from (14), valid at ⇠ & 1/

p
�e � 1.

O(10)GeV range available. On the other hand, there are
O(10)GeV electron beams, notably the ones exploited
by X-ray free electron lasers, such as LCLS [35] in Stan-
ford or the European XFEL [36] in Hamburg. Such an
electron beam can be sent to a high-Z target in which
it is converted by bremsstrahlung into a collimated high
energy photon beam, which can then be crossed with
a high-intensity laser beam, cf. Fig. 3. Such an ex-
periment to study laser-assisted bremsstrahlung photon
pair production (BPPP) has been envisaged long time
ago in Ref. [37] and more recently discussed in Refs.
[22, 38, 39]. Here, we show that even after integration

over the bremsstrahlung spectrum, the Schwinger criti-
cal field can be determined experimentally from the mea-
surement of the total rate of electron-positron pair pro-
duction at large laser intensity.
Given the energy spectrum dN�/d!i of photons gen-

erated by an electron impinging on the foil, the rate of
laser-assisted BPPP is given by

�BPPP =
↵m2

e

4

Z Ee

0

d!i

!i

dN�

d!i
F�(⇠,��(!i))

=
↵m2

e

4

�e

Ee

Z �e

0

d��

��

dN�

d��
F�(⇠,��) , (12)

where Ee is the energy of the incident electrons and �e ⌘

k · ke ⇠/m2
e = (1 + cos ✓)!Ee⇠/m2

e is the electron recoil
parameter.
For a target of thickness X ⌧ X0, where X0 is the

radiation length, the bremsstrahlung spectrum can be
approximated by [40]

!i
dN�

d!i
⇡

"
4

3
�

4

3

✓
!i

Ee

◆
+

✓
!i

Ee

◆2
#

X

X0

, (13)

if one assumes complete screening.6 This results, at
high laser intensities, ⇠ & 1/

p
�e � 1, in the non-

perturbative, e�8/(3�e) dependence of the laser-assisted
BPPP rate,

�BPPP !
↵m2

e

Ee

9

128

r
3

2
�2

e e
�

8
3�e

⇣
1�

1
15⇠2

⌘
X

X0

, (14)

ressembling the behavior of the laser-assisted OPPP rate,
Eqs. (4) and (9), if one replaces in the latter expression
�� by �e. Therefore, the Schwinger critical field can be
inferred from the asymptotic behavior of laser-assisted
BPPP for high laser intensities,

�BPPP !
9

128

r
3

2
↵Ee (1 + cos ✓)2
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|E|

Ec

◆2

exp


�
8

3

1

1 + cos ✓

me

Ee

Ec

|E|

�
X

X0

. (15)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Expected sensitivity to critical field

For the BPPP process, high energy electrons will im-
pinge in bunches onto the target. The electron beam of

6 We have checked via Monte Carlo simulations with GEANT
[41] that (13) is valid in the parameter range we use it in e.g.
Figs. 4, 5 and 6. For the interpretation of the experiment itself
one does not have to rely on a theoretical prediction, since the
bremsstrahlung spectrum can be measured by switching o↵ the
laser, cf. Fig. 3.

the European XFEL, for example, contains 6⇥ 109 elec-
trons of energy up to Ee = 17.5GeV, with small energy
spread and a good emittance [36]. The high intensities
of the laser are reached conceivably in laser pulses of du-
ration around 35 fs, as in the LUXE experiment which is
currently in the design phase for a proposal to the Euro-
pean XFEL Facility [42]. In Fig. 4, we show the number
of pairs produced per electron bunch and per laser shot
expected in this case. The solid lines are obtained from
the numerical solution of Eqs. (6) and (12), while the
dashed lines exploit the analytic asymptotics (14). Im-
portantly, the latter approaches the former already at
⇠ & 1 and �e . 1. Moreover, the number of produced
pairs is favorably high, even for the most interesting pa-

For	𝑁 𝜔f > 5:	 𝑠� > 2𝑚𝑐B



• Prediction for rate of positrons per laser shot
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ABSORBING LIGHT WITH LIGHT

A.	Hartin,	A.	Ringwald,	
N.	Tapia:	arXiv:1807.10670,

𝜉 ≫ 1:	𝑅I� ∝ 𝜒�exp	 −
8
3𝜒�

𝜉 ≪ 1:		𝑅I� ∝ 𝜉B> ∝ 𝐼>

☚ Non-perturbative	regime:	departure	from	power-law

☚ Perturbative	regime:	strong	rise,	follows	power-law
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LASER
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THE EUROPEAN XFEL

Electron accelerator:
• 2.1 km 17.5 GeV SCRF linear 

accelerator
• 2700 electron bunches at rate 

of 10 Hz
• X-ray photons produced in 

undulators
• Experiments for physics, 

material science, chemistry, 
biology, …



THE EUROPEAN XFEL
View along L3 accelerator section and undulator



EUROPEAN XFEL INAUGURATION

Operating since September 2016
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ELECTRON LASER COLLISIONS

Kicker	and	triplet	to	
select	single	bunch	
and	focus	it

Electron- Laser	
interaction	area

Dipole	and	
detectors	to	
observe	e+e- pairs

Photon	detection
system

Laser Detectors

Compton and trident processes: 𝑒: + 𝑛𝜔 → 𝑒: + 𝛾	𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝑒: + 𝑛𝜔 → 𝑒:𝑒9𝑒:

one bunch of electron beam	from XFEL-EU	
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PHOTON LASER COLLISIONS
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Pair	production	(Breit-Wheeler)	process:	𝜸 + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆: + 𝒆9
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• Location at EU.XFEL:
•Annex of shaft building XS1: at end of electron accelerator
•Was build for 2nd EU.XFEL fan foreseen for later (late 2020s)

• Design aims to have no impact on photon science programme
•Use only 1 of the 2700 bunches in bunch train (kicked out by fast kicker magnet)
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LOCATIONS IN EU.XFEL TUNNEL

Annex	of	shaft	building
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LOCATION



SCHEMATIC VIEW: BEAM EXTRACTION AND TRANSFER

XTD1

XTD2

XS1	Annex

M.	Huening,	M.	Scheer,	F.	Burkart,	W.	Decking

CAD	model



PICTURE OF TUNNEL AT XS1 ANNEX

Shaft located at end of linear accelerator of European XFEL

Dimensions of annex
• 60m long, 5.4m wide, 5m high



BEAMLINE LAYOUT

33DRAFT
Figure 13. CAD model of the end of the European XFEL accelerator tunnel and the shaft building with the two existing
beamlines XT1 and XT2 to the undulators (SASE1 and SASE2) and the XTD20 tunnel, where the LUXE experiment can be
installed. The beam extraction and the beam line towards the experiment is sketched with the dashed line.

magnets is used for the design of the beam extraction and beam transfer. In the beam extraction part two kicker magnets and 4464

septa are used. In the transfer line, 11 dipole magnets, 10 quadrupoles and 10 corrector dipoles are needed. In addition, an array465

of diagnostic elements are foreseen.466

Figure 14. Design of the beamline extraction. The different magnets (kicker, dipole, quadrupole) are shown in different
colors. The new kicker magnet which kicks out one bunch towards TD20 is indicated. The horizontal and vertical scales are in
units of m. The LUXE experiment starts at the end of the area shown (z = 270 m). The XS1 building starts at z ⇡ 235 in this
drawing, 30 m upstream from the Septa indicated.

For the kicker magnets, a new design will be used [49] while all other components use a design already used in the467

XFEL.EU. Also for power supplies and general infrastructure, e.g. vacuum system, beam instrumentation, water cooling,468

cabling, safety systems the already installed and tested standard XFEL.EU components will be used.469

3.3 Installation Procedure470

The installation of the extraction and transfer line requires major construction work both in the XTL tunnel and in the XS1 shaft.471

Additional infrastructure has to be installed in the XS1 building. While some of this prepatory work can be done in parallel to472

XFEL operation, the bulk of the work has to be done during shut-down periods. In order not to affect XFEL.EU operation, the473

installation of the extraction and transfer line is planned to be compatible with regularly scheduled shutdown periods. It should474

be noted, that during these periods the technical personnel of DESY is fully committed to regular XFEL.EU maintenance and475

upgrade work. Thus this additional installation work requires the hiring of additional qualified personnel.476

The different phases of the installation are listed in the following:477

19/39

Design of magnets for beam extraction and then beam transfer to LUXE
• Most magnets use design already operating today in XFEL.EU 
• New fast kicker magnets (2 μs: kicks bunch at end of bunch train)

Installation requires 
• 5 weeks for extraction
• 7 weeks for transfer line

extraction transfer	line

annex

F.	Burkart,	W.	Decking



BEAM DUMP
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• Use Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) technique 
•Half of the NP 2018 shared by Gerard Mourou and Donna Strickland "for their 
method of generating high-intensity, ultra-short optical pulses.”

• Ti:Sa laser with 800 nm wavelength
• Energy focussed strongly in both time and space => high intensity

35

LASER TECHNOLOGY

DRAFT

In a second phase, the laser power will be upgraded to 300 TW, which will imply, for a 14 GeV (17.5 GeV) electron beam,553

x = 6.2 and c = 1 (c = 1.3). As a final stage we will then reduce the focal spot size, in order to increase the peak intensity in554

focus. Achieving a focal spot FWHM of 3 µm will then result, for a 14 GeV (17.5 GeV) electron beam, to x = 16 and c = 2.6555

(c = 3.3).556

These considerations are summarised in table 5, for an electron beam energy of 14 GeV or 17.5 GeV.557

5.2 High power laser technology558

The high-power laser system (HPLS) will utilize the Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) technique [50], which is illustrated in559

Fig. 16. An ultrashort, low-energy laser pulse is stretched in time, amplified up to the required energy, and then compressed560

back. This way, light level is kept below the amplifying media’s damage threshold. The result is high-peak power, fs-scale561

duration laser pulses.

Figure 16. Cartoon depiction of the Chirped pulse Amplification technique.
562

A typical optical layout of a commercially available high-contrast HPLS is shown in Fig. 17, which includes the following563

components:564

• Front end565

The laser chain starts with a commercial femtosecond oscillator which delivers a ⇡ 75 MHz pulse train. Each of these566

pulses is a few-fs long with a few-nJ in energy. The system picks one of these pulses at a rate of 5�10 Hz, and amplifies567

it to about 1 mJ. This part of the system is known as the front-end. Different amplification technologies may be employed568

here. They differ in their cost, reliability, and achievable pulse contrast; i.e. the light intensity level which precedes569

the main laser pulse. Our front-end will be based on either non-linear pulse cleaning [51], or on short-pulse optical570

parametric chirped pulse amplification [52], both of which have proven to provide excellent contrast. A low contrast571

system can result in significant fraction of the pulse energy being outside the main pulse temporally, which is undesirable572

in the context of precision experiments.573

• Optical pulse stretcher574

Following the front-end, the pulses are sent into a grating-based pulse stretcher. There they are steered to hit an all-575

reflective 1500 lines/mm grating four times. The stretcher bandpass is set to about 100 nm to avoid clipping effects that576

would reduce pulse contrast.577

• Multi-pass 10 Hz Ti:Sapphire power amplifier578

Following the stretcher, the pulses have approximately 0.3 mJ of energy. These pulses are spatially filtered and amplified579

in 3-5 amplification stages. Each stage consists of a Ti:Sapphire crystal pumped with ns-long green (532 nm) laser pulses.580

Following each stage, the beam is expanded to remain below the damage threshold of the following optics in the optical581

chain. The number of amplifiers required in this section will depend on the final peak power to be achieved. For a 30 TW582

laser, three amplifiers will be typically needed, with this number increasing to 4 or 5 for the 300 TW system.583

• Optical pulse compressor584

The fully amplified pulses will be expanded and sent through a window into an optical pulse compressor which operates585

under vacuum. The compressor design is based on two large gold-coated diffraction gratings. The compressor design586

will also set the practical repetition rate. Thermal aberrations limit the practical repetition rate to 1 Hz in the absence of587

grating cooling or active compensation. This ultimately limits the repetition rate of the whole system to about 1 Hz.588

In order to perform precision studies, it is crucial to have high quality diagnostics to closely monitor the effects of shot-to-589

shot fluctuations and long-term drifts on the precision of the data. High-power, femtosecond laser systems are precision tools590

and respond with significant performance changes to relatively small drifts in alignment. This is because small variations of591

spatial and spectral phase have noticeable effects on the peak intensity. Such variation can be caused by thermal effects, air592
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LASER PARAMETERS

Laser	intensity:	

𝐼 = C�
�%��E

with

EL:	energy	(J)
Δt:	pulse	length	(s)
𝜋𝑑B:	focus	area	(m2)

Parameter Initial	stage Stage	1 Stage	2

Laser energy	after	compression	[J] 0.9 9

Percentage of	laser	in	focus	[%] 40 40

Laser	energy	on	focus	[J] 0.36 3.6

Laser	pulse	duration	[fs] 30 30

Laser	repetition	rate	[Hz] 1 1

Laser-beam crossing	angle	[degrees] 17 17

Laser focal	spot	FWHM	[μm] 8 8 3

Peak	intensity	[1019 W/cm2] 1.6 16 110

Peak	intensity parameter	ξ 2 6.2 16

Peak	quantum	parameter	χ:
Ebeam=17.5 GeV
Ebeam=14.0	GeV

0.41
0.32

1.3
1.0

3.3
2.6

Lower	intensities	achieved	by	de-focussing	laser	or	stretching	pulse
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LASER DESIGN

DRAFTFigure 17. : A typical optical layout of a high contrast HPLS.

currents and mechanical vibrations and drift. Current commercial systems are engineered to consist of distinct mechanical593

components set out on a conventional optical table and must therefore be re-aligned routinely and are open to variety of594

effects varying performance. This contrasts with sealed, turnkey systems which exist in different parameter ranges in industry.595

However, we believe that this will not limit the ultimate precision and reproducibility we can achieve. In the following we will596

discuss the considerations setting out the laser requirements and interaction geometry.597

5.3 Laser diagnostics598

Typical shot-to-shot fluctuations are significant and require an approach to intensity tagging for each interaction shot. In the599

following we detail the typical level of shot-to-shot fluctuations and approaches with which we aim to tag each shot with a600

precision of below 0.1%. High energy Ti:Sapphire lasers using flash-lamp technology for the pump-lasers have typical energy601

fluctuations of around 2-3% rms. These overall energy fluctuations, while significant, are not the dominant contribution to602

shot-to-shot intensity fluctuations. The major contributions to such fluctuations are small changes in phase both in real space603

and in frequency space. Small changes in spatial phase result in the spot radius fluctuating at the few % level resulting in 10%604

level intensity fluctuations. Similarly, fluctuations in the spectral phase can lead to 5-10% rms fluctuations in the pulse duration.605

In total, the shot-to-shot variation in intensity I0 on a stable laser can reach 15% or more. To mitigate against this, we will606

set-up a state of the art diagnostic system capable of measuring the fluctuations. The shots will then be tagged with their precise607

relative intensity allowing precision relative measurements using the following diagnostics:608

• Energy Tagging609

The full beam energy will be measured by imaging an attenuated beam onto a CCD. For a well exposed image containing610

> 1010 total counts the energy fluctuations can be controlled to < 10�5 accuracy.611

• Fluence Tagging612

A similar approach will be taken to determine the fluence Fw = dE
dA using a high magnification image of the focal spot613

onto a CCD camera. Care will be taken to eliminate any non-linear effects in transmissive optics. The variation of614

the efficiency of the CCD with wavelength would reduce the effectiveness of the method described above if there are615

significant shifts or fluctuations of the spectrum. We will employ a spectrometer and colour filtered images to maintain616

the high precision that is theoretically possible in these measurements.617

• Pulse Length Tagging618

Finally, the stability of the pulse duration will be determined by employing two complementary techniques. We will619

measure the pulse duration on every shot using a state of the art system capable of reconstructing the full pulse shape620

such as the Wizzler combined with an autocorrelator. We will employ a simpler, complementary technique to ensure621

that this measurement is not dominated by fluctuations within the measurement device by producing an image of the622
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• Aim to control intensity at level of 5-10%
•Cannot measure it directly 

• Several diagnostics measurements planned 
to measure parameters
•Energy 
•Fluence (Energy/area)
•Pulse length

• Laser shots can vary by ~15% for stable 
laser at this power
•System can be used to tag intensity of 
individual shots

38

LASER DIAGNOSTICS



PARTICLE DETECTION
AND SIMULATION 

RESULTS
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RATES OF PARTICLES

e+laser

γ+laser

=>	Very	different	rates	of	particles	=>	need	different	technologies

~1000/μm

~0.01/m



Compton and trident processes: 𝑒: + 𝑛𝜔 → 𝑒: + 𝛾	𝐚𝐧𝐝	𝑒: + 𝑛𝜔 → 𝑒:𝑒9𝑒:

41

ELECTRON LASER COLLISIONS
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PHOTON LASER COLLISIONS

Pair	production	(Breit-Wheeler)	process:	𝜸 + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆: + 𝒆9



• Simulation of converter using Geant4
•Tungsten Target with 0.01 X0 (35 μm) => 1% at IP

• Spectrum of photon energies important to know
•Measure by observing electrons and positrons right after 
dipole magnet

• Particle detection
•2T magnet followed by array of Cherenkov detectors 
measures flux vs impact position => energy spectrum
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HIGH-ENERGY PHOTON FLUX
photon
converter

Dipole magnet,
up to 2.2 T
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PHOTON FLUX MEASUREMENT: ELECTRONS

Electron energy measured based on position behind dipole magnet
• Dominated by primary electrons
• Contamination of converted electrons small (estimated from positron flux)
• Electron rates high: ~105-107/mm/event
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PHOTON ENERGY MEASUREMENT

Photon energy determined from measured 
electron energy to within ~10%: 

𝑬𝜸 = 𝑬𝒃𝒆𝒂𝒎 − 𝑬𝒆

45

Ebeam

Ee

Eγ

tungsten	foil	

RMS=8%



• Pair production:
• 𝒆9 and 𝒆:	rate ~0.01-100 => silicon pixel detectors and calorimeters 

• Trident:
•𝒆9 rate ~0.01-100 => silicon pixel detectors and calorimeters 
•𝒆: rate ~106-109 => Cerenkov counters and calorimeter/absorber

46

ELECTRON AND POSITRON DETECTORS

𝜸 + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆9𝒆: 𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆:𝒆9𝒆:
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SIMULATION RESULTS

• Monte Carlo simulation of expected 
signatures used 
•By A. Hartin, UCL

• Energy spectrum spans 1-15 GeV
•Energies significantly lower for trident 
process

• For trident process uses “two-step” 
process only
•Calculation of one-step trident ongoing

Positron	Energy	Spectrum

𝒆:𝒆9𝒆:

𝒆9𝒆:
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DETECTOR OCCUPANCIES AFTER INTERACTION POINT

• Vertical direction: very small spread for both processes
• Horizontal direction: particles contained within ~50 cm

𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆:𝒆9𝒆:𝜸 + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆9𝒆:

50	cm 50	cm
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HIT POSITION AT FIRST DETECTOR PLANE

Detectors need to span about ~50 cm to have acceptance >95%:
• 𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆:𝒆9𝒆:	process: acceptance ~95%
• 𝜸 + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆9𝒆:	process:       acceptance >99%

Electron beam

Dipole magnetIP

Mirror

Laser pulse

Mirror

γ-converter

Photon beam 
(Bremsstrahlung)

e−
27×1.5 cm227×1.5 cm2

e+ e+e− pixel tracker

e+e− calorimeter

γ forward system

{

x

y

z

LUXE photon-induced setup 
(Not in scale)

𝒆9𝒆:

𝒆:𝒆9𝒆:



SILICON DETECTORS
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ALPIDE pixel detectors
•Developed by ALICE collaboration
•Staves of 27 cm length; sensor size 1.5x1.5 cm2

• Achieve full coverage with two staves placed next to each other
•Pixel size: 27 x 29 μm2 => Spatial resolution ~5 μm
•Plan to use four layers staggered behind each other 

Redundant tracking possible, important for beam background rejection

N.	Hod (Weizmann	Inst.)



CALORIMETERS
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High granularity silicon Tungsten calorimeter
•Developed for luminosity measurement at linear colliders (LUMICAL)
•20 tungsten absorber plates (3.5mm), Si layers in gaps (320 μm)
•Geometry adapted to fit needs of LUXE (~50cm long, vertical spread <1mm)
•Moliere radius 8 mm, Prototyped and test beam measurements available

Y.	Benhammou,	H.	Abramowicz,	A.	Levy	(Tel	Aviv	U)	



CHERENKOV COUNTERS

52

Use Cherenkov detectors in high-flux regions
•Use design developed for ILC polarimeters
•Linearity better than 0.1% over dynamic range spanning 103

•Threshold of ~10 MeV => robust against background from low energy radiation
•Plan to use array of 15 detectors with cross section of 2x2 cm2

x
y

z



POSITRON RATE VS LASER INTENSITY

53

Main expected result of 
experiment

Low laser intensity
•Encounter power-law behaviour

High intensity
•Should observe deviation from 
power-law behaviour

•Aim to quantify by extracting 
coefficient 



POSITRON RATE VS LASER INTENSITY
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Main expected result of 
experiment

Low laser intensity
•Encounter power-law behaviour

High intensity
•Should observe deviation from 
power-law behaviour

•Aim to quantify by extracting 
coefficient 
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NON-LINEAR COMPTON SCATTERING: 𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎𝑳 → 𝒆: + 𝜸

A,	Hartin (UCL)
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NON-LINEAR COMPTON PROCESS

Measure photon flux and energy in “photon 
detection system”

•Photon flux very high (>107 per laser shot)
•Thin wire to convert photons to e+e- pairs

Compton edges observable in 𝒆± energy 
spectra at low ξ

56

M.	Borysova (Kiev	KINR)



TENTATIVE TIME SCALES: 2020 AND BEYOND

• Fall 2020
• CDR for LUXE experiment  

• Nov/Dec 2020
• Start preparatory work for installation; main installation following year

57

2021																				2022																			2023																							2024																				2025																					2026	



CONCLUSIONS
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• LUXE will boil the vacuum using a minute 
fraction of European XFEL electron beam
• Measure several phenomena predicted more than 

60 years ago 
• Test quantum field theory in a new regime

• International collaboration of performed 
feasibility study
• “Letter of Intent” released in September

• Only possible in synergy between accelerator, 
laser and particle physicists

S.	Weinberg:	 “My	advice	is	to	try	crazy	ideas	and	innovative	experiments.	
Something	will	come	up.”



STEVEN WEINBERG
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Steven Weinberg (03/2019, interview at APS):
Do you think the problems faced by particle physicists today are 
different from those that you faced as a young scientist?
I do. It was a different situation 50 years ago. Back then, we had 
experimental data coming out of our ears, and a lot of it didn’t seem to fit 
any pattern. The problems seemed formidable, but there were so many 
ways to go with new theories. It really was a thrilling time to be a physicist.
Nowadays, it’s very hard to think of a challenge that we can get our teeth 
into. The current puzzles don’t offer theorists many opportunities to propose 
solutions that can be tested experimentally.
Do you have any advice to offer the next generation?
Winston Churchill had a motto at the beginning of World War II: “Keep 
buggering on.” In that spirit, I think it’s better to do something than to do 
nothing. My advice is to try crazy ideas and innovative experiments. 
Something will come up.

Steven	Weinberg,
NP	1979
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DESY directorate:
• DESY Strategy Fund funded many of studies presented here
DESY technical groups:
• MVS (Vacuum Modification)
• MIN (Kicker, Beam Dump)
• D3 ( radio protection advice)
• MEA (installation and Magnets)
• ZM1 (Construction Input)
• MKK (Power/Water)
• IPP (CAD integration)
DESY divisions
• MXL, MPY, MPY1 (from M), FLC (from FH)



BACKUP SLIDES
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• Rate of high-intensity Compton scattering proportional to

• Even for small n expect shift of Compton edge due to effective increase of 
electron rest mass

• Has never been observed 
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NON-LINEAR COMPTON SCATTERING: 𝒆: + 𝒏𝝎 → 𝒆: + 𝜸



MEASUREMENTS OF MASS SHIFT AND TRIDENTS
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Plots	from	A.	Hartin,	IJMPA	33,	1830011	(2018)

𝑒: + 𝑛𝜔 → 𝑒: + 𝛾 𝑒: + 𝑛𝜔 → 𝑒:𝑒9𝑒:
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ABSORBING LIGHT WITH LIGHT

High-energy		(relativistic)	photon	

Low-energy	photons	from	laser
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Ee=17.5 GeV, e-bunch = 6*109,
X

X0
= 0.01, Laser shot= 35 fs

FIG. 4. Number of e+e� pairs produced per electron bunch
(6⇥109 electrons of energy Ee = 17.5GeV) impinging on the
converter target (thickness X/X0 = 0.01) and per laser shot
(duration 35 fs) crossed with the bremsstrahlung photons, as a
function of the laser intensity parameter ⇠, for di↵erent values
of �e. The dashed line shows the analytic prediction resulting
from (14), valid at ⇠ & 1/

p
�e � 1.

O(10)GeV range available. On the other hand, there are
O(10)GeV electron beams, notably the ones exploited
by X-ray free electron lasers, such as LCLS [35] in Stan-
ford or the European XFEL [36] in Hamburg. Such an
electron beam can be sent to a high-Z target in which
it is converted by bremsstrahlung into a collimated high
energy photon beam, which can then be crossed with
a high-intensity laser beam, cf. Fig. 3. Such an ex-
periment to study laser-assisted bremsstrahlung photon
pair production (BPPP) has been envisaged long time
ago in Ref. [37] and more recently discussed in Refs.
[22, 38, 39]. Here, we show that even after integration

over the bremsstrahlung spectrum, the Schwinger criti-
cal field can be determined experimentally from the mea-
surement of the total rate of electron-positron pair pro-
duction at large laser intensity.
Given the energy spectrum dN�/d!i of photons gen-

erated by an electron impinging on the foil, the rate of
laser-assisted BPPP is given by

�BPPP =
↵m2

e

4

Z Ee

0

d!i

!i

dN�

d!i
F�(⇠,��(!i))

=
↵m2

e

4

�e

Ee

Z �e

0

d��

��

dN�

d��
F�(⇠,��) , (12)

where Ee is the energy of the incident electrons and �e ⌘

k · ke ⇠/m2
e = (1 + cos ✓)!Ee⇠/m2

e is the electron recoil
parameter.
For a target of thickness X ⌧ X0, where X0 is the

radiation length, the bremsstrahlung spectrum can be
approximated by [40]
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if one assumes complete screening.6 This results, at
high laser intensities, ⇠ & 1/

p
�e � 1, in the non-

perturbative, e�8/(3�e) dependence of the laser-assisted
BPPP rate,
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ressembling the behavior of the laser-assisted OPPP rate,
Eqs. (4) and (9), if one replaces in the latter expression
�� by �e. Therefore, the Schwinger critical field can be
inferred from the asymptotic behavior of laser-assisted
BPPP for high laser intensities,
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Expected sensitivity to critical field

For the BPPP process, high energy electrons will im-
pinge in bunches onto the target. The electron beam of

6 We have checked via Monte Carlo simulations with GEANT
[41] that (13) is valid in the parameter range we use it in e.g.
Figs. 4, 5 and 6. For the interpretation of the experiment itself
one does not have to rely on a theoretical prediction, since the
bremsstrahlung spectrum can be measured by switching o↵ the
laser, cf. Fig. 3.

the European XFEL, for example, contains 6⇥ 109 elec-
trons of energy up to Ee = 17.5GeV, with small energy
spread and a good emittance [36]. The high intensities
of the laser are reached conceivably in laser pulses of du-
ration around 35 fs, as in the LUXE experiment which is
currently in the design phase for a proposal to the Euro-
pean XFEL Facility [42]. In Fig. 4, we show the number
of pairs produced per electron bunch and per laser shot
expected in this case. The solid lines are obtained from
the numerical solution of Eqs. (6) and (12), while the
dashed lines exploit the analytic asymptotics (14). Im-
portantly, the latter approaches the former already at
⇠ & 1 and �e . 1. Moreover, the number of produced
pairs is favorably high, even for the most interesting pa-

Asymptotic	limit

• Use spectrum of high energy photons created via Bremsstrahlung
•Full calculation agrees with asymptotic limit for 𝜉 > 1 and 𝜒 ≲ 1
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BEAM DUMP
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Beam needs to be safely dumped, design well advanced 

Heavy Concrete Shield
(size and position not yet fixed)

round st.St. γ beam pipe, DN40

Dipole Magnet (type MB)
l=1m, 2.2T � 38mrad|2.18° @ 17.5GeV/c rectangular common st.St. beam pipe

for e-, e+, γ

Heavy Concrete Shield
(size and position not yet fixed)

Heavy Concrete Shield
(size and position not yet fixed)

500

500

dump
cooling

500

~ 4m

F.	Burkart,	M.	Schmitz	(DESY)


